OWNER & HOMEPORT:
Frontline Management A.S., Norway

YARD INFORMATION:
Hyundai H.I.
Ulsan (South Korea)

SCRAPPING INFORMATION:
Shanghai 30/11/2004 © S. Wiedner

GENERAL INFORMATION:
Name: Front Rider   IMO No: 9002764
Built: 4/1992  Type: Combi   Status: In Service
SubType:     Flag: Singapore
DWT: 134,999   Draft: 15.51   Builder: Hyundai H.I.
GT: 89,004   LOA: 284.97   Owner: Frontline Management
NT:     Beam: 45.04   Speed/Cons: 14.70/-
Class: LR    Depth: 25.90   Engine Type: Burmeister & Wain

OWNER & FLAG HISTORY:
FRONT RIDER 12-05-2000 LRF
Flag Date of record: Singapore 12-05-2000 LRF
Registered owner Date of record: BLIZANA 01-01-1992 LRF
Ship manager Date of record: V. SHIPS UK 22-02-1998 LRF

SALES, TRANSFERS & RENAMINGS:
FRONT RIDER   1992-   Blizana, Singapore

GENERAL VESSEL INFORMATION:
Last update: 10/4/2005